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The Love Hypothesis
2021-09-14

the instant new york times bestseller and
tiktok sensation as seen on the view a
buzzfeed best summer read of 2021 when a fake
relationship between scientists meets the
irresistible force of attraction it throws one
woman s carefully calculated theories on love
into chaos as a third year ph d candidate
olive smith doesn t believe in lasting
romantic relationships but her best friend
does and that s what got her into this
situation convincing anh that olive is dating
and well on her way to a happily ever after
was always going to take more than hand wavy
jedi mind tricks scientists require proof so
like any self respecting biologist olive
panics and kisses the first man she sees that
man is none other than adam carlsen a young
hotshot professor and well known ass which is
why olive is positively floored when stanford
s reigning lab tyrant agrees to keep her
charade a secret and be her fake boyfriend but
when a big science conference goes haywire
putting olive s career on the bunsen burner
adam surprises her again with his unyielding
support and even more unyielding six pack abs
suddenly their little experiment feels
dangerously close to combustion and olive
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discovers that the only thing more complicated
than a hypothesis on love is putting her own
heart under the microscope

Love Story
1988

the phenomenal national bestseller and
enduring classic he is oliver barett iv a rich
jock from a stuffy wasp family on his way to a
harvard degree and a career in law she is
jenny cavilleri a wisecracking working class
beauty studying music at radcliffe opposites
in nearly every way oliver and jenny
immediately attract sharing a love that defies
everything yet will end too soon here is a
love that will linger in your heart now and
forever

Out of Love
2021-09-28

one of e news 13 books to read this september
one of bookish s debuts to read in the second
half of 2021 one of medium s best releases out
today hazel hayes writes with such honesty and
casual confidence and flowing dialogue you
feel you are overhearing it rather than
reading it the writing sparkles with wit and a
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poignant emotional reality i love it matt haig
bestselling author of the midnight library a
smart touching time bending romance funny and
affecting david nicholls bestselling author of
one day and sweet sorrow for anyone who has
loved and lost and lived to tell the tale this
gorgeously written debut is a love story told
in reverse a modern novel with the heart of a
classic truthful tragic and ultimately full of
hope out of love begins at the end a couple
call it quits after nearly five years and
while holding a box of her ex boyfriend s
belongings the young woman wonders how could
they have spent so long together when did they
fall out of love were there good times before
the bad these are the questions we obsess over
when a relationship ends even when obsessing
can do no good but instead of moving forward
through the emotional fallout of a break up
out of love moves backward in time weaving
together an already unraveled tapestry from
tragic ending to magical first kiss each
chapter jumps further into the past mining
their history for the days and details that
might help us understand love how it happens
and why it sometimes falls apart readers of
normal people goodbye vitamin and one day will
adore this bittersweet romance a sparkling
debut that you won t want to miss
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Love & Other Disasters
2022-01-18

the first openly nonbinary contestant on
america s favorite cooking show falls for
their clumsy competitor in this delicious
romantic comedy debut that usa today hailed as
an essential read recently divorced and on the
verge of bankruptcy dahlia woodson is ready to
reinvent herself on the popular reality
competition show chef s special too bad the
first memorable move she makes is falling flat
on her face sending fish tacos flying not
quite the fresh start she was hoping for still
she s focused on winning until she meets
someone she might want a future with more than
she needs the prize money after announcing
their pronouns on national television london
parker has enough on their mind without
worrying about the klutzy competitor stationed
in front of them they re there to prove the
trolls including a fellow contestant and their
dad wrong and falling in love was never part
of the plan as london and dahlia get closer
reality starts to fall away goodbye guilt
about divorce anxiety about uncertain futures
and stress from transphobia hello hilarious
shenanigans on set wedding crashing and
spontaneous dips into the pacific but as the
finale draws near dahlia and london s steamy
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relationship starts to feel the heat both in
and outside the kitchen and they must figure
out if they have the right ingredients for a
happily ever after booklist s best romance
debuts of the year women s health s best
romance novels of the year bookpage s best
romance novels of the year

Love Stories
2009-01-13

an anthology of literary love stories in a
beautiful hardcover pocket classics edition
perfect for valentine s day here are nineteen
stories from a rich array of writers and here
is every kind of romantic entanglement from
the raw erotic passion of d h lawrence and
colette to the wickedly cynical comedy of
dorothy parker and roald dahl from the
yearning of unrequited romantic illusions in f
scott fitzgerald s winter dreams to the
agonizing madness of jealousy in vladimir
nabokov s that in aleppo once the objects of
passion in these stories range from a
glamorous silent movie starlet in elizabeth
bowen s haunting dead mabelle and a faithful
ghost in yasunari kawabata s immortality to a
heart surgeon in margaret atwood s bluebeard s
egg who spends his days penetrating the
mysteries of the human heart but who seems
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oddly emotionally opaque himself jhumpa lahiri
plumbs the despair of a husband and wife
sundered by tragedy while lorrie moore
movingly portrays a couple brought together by
it katherine mansfield tobias wolff and
william trevor explore the intricacies of long
term relationships while guy de maupassant
italo calvino and t c boyle portray the
elemental force of love in extremely different
ways as alluring moving and intoxicating as
its timeless theme this collection makes an
enticing gift for lovers at any stage of life

The History of Love
2012-06-28

leo gursky is a man who fell in love at the
age of ten and has been in love ever since
these days he is just about surviving life in
america tapping his radiator each evening to
let his upstairs neighbour know he s still
alive drawing attention to himself at the milk
counter of starbucks but life wasn t always
like this sixty years ago in the polish
village where he was born leo fell in love
with a young girl called alma and wrote a book
in honour of his love these days he assumes
that the book and his dreams are irretrievably
lost until one day they return to him in the
form of a brown envelope meanwhile a young
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girl hoping to find a cure for her mother s
loneliness stumbles across a book that changed
her mother s life and she goes in search of
the author soon these and other worlds collide
in the history of love a captivating story of
the power of love of loneliness and of
survival

The Meaning of Love
2021-10-14

1 new york times bestselling author stephanie
laurens explores the strength of a fated love
one that was left in abeyance when the
protagonists were too young but that roars
back to life when as adults they meet again a
lady ready and waiting to be deemed on the
shelf has her transition into spinsterhood
disrupted when the nobleman she d once thought
she loved returns to london and fate and
circumstance conspire to force them to
discover what love truly is and what it means
to them what happens when a love left behind
doesn t die melissa north had assumed that
after eight years of not setting eyes on each
other her youthful attraction to or was it
infatuation with julian delamere once viscount
dagenham and now earl of carsely would have
faded to nothing and gasped its last
unfortunately during the intervening years she
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s failed to find any suitable suitor who
measures up to her mark and is resigned to
ending her days an old maid then she sees
julian across a crowded ballroom and he sees
her and the intensity of their connection
shocks her she seizes the first chance that
offers to flee only to discover she s jumped
from the frying pan into the fire within
twenty four hours she and julian are the newly
engaged toast of the ton julian has never
forgotten melissa now having inherited the
earldom he must marry and is determined to
choose his own bride he d assumed that by now
melissa would be married to someone else but
apparently not consequently he s not averse to
the path fate seems to be steering them down
and indeed as they discover enforced
separation has made their hearts grow fonder
and the attraction between them flares even
more intensely however it s soon apparent that
someone is intent on ensuring their married
life is cut short in deadly fashion through a
whirlwind courtship a massive ton wedding and
finally blissful country peace they fend off
increasingly dangerous potentially lethal
threats until together they unravel the
conspiracy that s dogged their heels and
expose the villain behind it all a classic
historical romance laced with murderous
intrigue a novel arising from the lady
osbaldestone s christmas chronicles a full
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length historical romance of 127 000 words in
this bridgerton flavored regency romance two
eligible young gentlefolk julian delamere
seventh earl of carsely and melissa north fake
a betrothal to keep scandal at bay this novel
is half love story half mystery and wholly
engrossing kim h proofreader red adept editing
fans of romances and mysteries set in regency
england will get their fill with this full
bodied novel of intense courtship and
murderous intrigue virge b proofreader red
adept editing stephanie laurens fans who have
followed the journey of melissa and dagenham
now earl of carsely will be delighted to see
these two meeting again as adults readers will
enjoy trying to figure out who is behind the
threats in this tale that s as suspenseful as
it is romantic angela m copy editor red adept
editing

Love from A to Z
2019-04-30

from william c morris award finalist s k ali
comes an unforgettable romance that is part
the sun is also a star mixed with anna and the
french kiss following two muslim teens who
meet during a spring break trip a marvel
something you find amazing even ordinary
amazing like potatoes because they make french
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fries happen like the perfect fries adam and
his mom used to make together an oddity
whatever gives you pause like the fact that
there are hateful people in the world like
zayneb s teacher who won t stop reminding the
class how bad muslims are but zayneb the only
muslim in class isn t bad she s angry when she
gets suspended for confronting her teacher and
he begins investigating her activist friends
zayneb heads to her aunt s house in doha qatar
for an early start to spring break fueled by
the guilt of getting her friends in trouble
she resolves to try out a newer nicer version
of herself in a place where no one knows her
then her path crosses with adam s since he got
diagnosed with multiple sclerosis in november
adam s stopped going to classes intent instead
on perfecting the making of things intent on
keeping the memory of his mom alive for his
little sister adam s also intent on keeping
his diagnosis a secret from his grieving
father alone adam and zayneb are playing roles
for others keeping their real thoughts locked
away in their journals until a marvel and an
oddity occurs marvel adam and zayneb meeting
oddity adam and zayneb meeting

Love
2020-10-15
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a profound examination of friendship romantic
confusion and mortality john boyne one summer
s evening two men meet up in a dublin
restaurant old friends now married and with
grown up children their lives have taken
seemingly similar paths but joe has a secret
he has to tell davy and davy a grief he wants
to keep from joe both are not the men they
used to be as two pints turns to three then
five davy and joe set out to revisit the
haunts of their youth with the ghosts of
dublin entwining around them the pubs the
parties the broken hearts and bungled affairs
the men find themselves face to face with the
realities of friendship

Made for Love
2021-02-11

a hbo max series starring ray romano and
cristin milioti exudes valiant charm new
yorker blisteringly smart and feverishly
inventive garth greenwell brilliant hilarious
both satisfying and unexpected roxane gay
hazel has just moved into a trailer park of
senior citizens with her father and diane his
sex doll companion life with hazel s father is
strained at best but it s got to be better
than her marriage to dominating tech
billionaire byron gogol for over a decade
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hazel has been quarantining in byron s family
compound her every movement and vital sign
tracked so when byron demands to wirelessly
connect the two of them via brain chips
turning hazel into a human guinea pig hazel
makes a run for it will hazel be able to free
herself from byron s virtual clutches before
he finds her a gloriously absurd and hugely
entertaining satire about intimacy and love
from the provocative writer of the acclaimed
novel tampa

Other Names for Love
2022-07-07

on the train from karachi as dusk begins to
fall fahad s dreams of his summer in london
are fading he is headed to abad the family s
feudal estate where his father intends to
toughen up his sensitive boy to teach him
about power duty family to make him a man
instead over the course of one shimmering
indolent season fahad finds himself seduced by
the wildness of the land and by the people he
meets those who revere and revile his father
cousin mousey who lives alone with a man he
calls his manager and ali a teenager like him
whose presence threatens to unearth all that
is hidden other names for love is a truly
exceptional novel a luminous tale of memory
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and desire inheritance and love and the search
for a sense of home written with urgency and
unusual beauty it marks the arrival of a
stunning new voice in fiction

The Course of Love
2016-06-14

traces the way original ideals about romance
change in the face of real world challenges
exploring the relationship of rabih and
kirsten who endure life affirming
philosophical and psychological compromises
after marrying and having children

Before We Were Strangers
2015-08-18

from the usa today bestselling author of sweet
thing and nowhere but here comes a love story
about a craigslist missed connection post that
gives two people a second chance at love
fifteen years after they were separated in new
york city to the green eyed lovebird we met
fifteen years ago almost to the day when i
moved my stuff into the nyu dorm room next to
yours at senior house you called us fast
friends i like to think it was more we lived
on nothing but the excitement of finding
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ourselves through music you were obsessed with
jeff buckley photography i couldn t stop
taking pictures of you hanging out in
washington square park and all the weird
things we did to make money i learned more
about myself that year than any other yet
somehow it all fell apart we lost touch the
summer after graduation when i went to south
america to work for national geographic when i
came back you were gone a part of me still
wonders if i pushed you too hard after the
wedding i didn t see you again until a month
ago it was a wednesday you were rocking back
on your heels balancing on that thick yellow
line that runs along the subway platform
waiting for the f train i didn t know it was
you until it was too late and then you were
gone again you said my name i saw it on your
lips i tried to will the train to stop just so
i could say hello after seeing you all of the
youthful feelings and memories came flooding
back to me and now i ve spent the better part
of a month wondering what your life is like i
might be totally out of my mind but would you
like to get a drink with me and catch up on
the last decade and a half m

A Theory of Love
2018-05-08
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a follow up to her successful debut charleston
and set in the world s most glamorous
landscapes this moving new love story from
margaret bradham thornton draws on a metaphor
of entanglement theory to ask when two people
collide are they forever attached no matter
where they are helen gibbs a british
journalist on assignment on the west coast of
mexico meets christopher delavaux an
intriguing half french half american lawyer
turned financier who has come alone to surf
living lives that never stop moving from their
first encounter in bermeja to marriage in
london and travels to such places as saint
tropez tangier and santa clara helen and
christopher must decide how much they exist
for themselves and how much they exist for
each other in an effort to build his firm
christopher leads a life full of speed and
ambition with little time for helen and even
less when he suspects his business partner of
illegal activity helen a reluctant voyeur to
christopher s world of power and position
searches far and wide for reporting work that
will take a bite out of her soul refugees in
calais a mountain climber in chamonix an
orphaned circus performer in cuba a theory of
love captures the ambivalence at the center of
human experience does one reside in the
familiar comforts of solitude or dare to open
one s heart and risk having it broken set in
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some of the most picturesque places in the
world this novel questions what it means to
love someone and leaves us wondering can
nothing save us but a fall

True Love
2013-07-09

new york times bestseller jude deveraux the
bestselling author of unforgettable romance
returns with a breathtaking first book in a
fantastic series the nantucket brides trilogy
set on the magical massachusetts island true
love introduces characters from a new
generation of montgomery taggerts the beloved
family from deveraux s classic novels just as
alix madsen is finishing up architectural
school adelaide kingsley dies and wills her
for one year the use of a charming nineteenth
century nantucket house the elderly woman s
relationship to the madsen family is a mystery
to the spirited alix fresh from a romantic
breakup but for reasons of her own alix
accepts the quirky bequest in part because it
gives her time to plan her best friend s
storybook wedding but unseen forces move
behind the scenes creaking kingsley house s
ancient floorboards it seems that adelaide
kingsley had a rather specific task for alix
to solve the strange disappearance of one of
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the kingsley women valentina more than two
hundred years ago if that wasn t troubling
enough alix must deal with the arrogant and
extremely good looking architect jared
montgomery who is living in the property s
guesthouse unbeknown to alix jared has been
charged with looking after her while she lives
on the island an easy task for him considering
the undeniable chemistry between the two but
jared harbors secrets of his own which if
revealed may drive a wedge between the pair
with a glorious nantucket wedding on the
horizon sparks fly and the ghosts of the past
begin to reveal themselves some of them
literally finding their lives inextricably
entwined with the turbulent fortunes of their
ancestors alix and jared discover that only by
righting the wrongs of the past can they hope
to be together bonus this edition includes an
excerpt from jude deveraux s for all time
praise for true love jude deveraux s nantucket
brides series will sweep you away a beautiful
island a sexy man and plenty of secrets this
is a wonderful writer at her best susan
mallery new york times bestselling author of
three sisters a new jude deveraux novel means
a very late night turning the pages straight
through to the delicious end susan elizabeth
phillips new york times bestselling author of
the great escape true love with its star
crossed lovers and twisty plot evokes
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everything that makes nantucket so special the
history the atmosphere the secrets and the
magic susan wiggs destined to be an instant
romance classic it will haunt you long after
you read it pittsburgh post gazette deveraux
is at her spellbinding romantic finest
booklist a novel about star crossed love life
death and reincarnation a romantic story of
love so deep it survives centuries kirkus
reviews

Sex at Dawn
2021-01-05

the 10th anniversary edition of the book that
radical re evaluates the origins and nature of
human sexuality since darwin s day we ve been
told that sexual monogamy comes naturally to
our species mainstream science as well as
religious and cultural institutions has
maintained that men and women evolved in
families in which a man s possessions and
protection were exchanged for a woman s
fertility and fidelity in this groundbreaking
book however christopher ryan and cacilda
jethá argue that human beings evolved in
egalitarian groups that shared food child care
and often sexual partners weaving together
evidence from anthropology archaeology
primatology anatomy and psychosexuality the
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authors show how far from human nature
monogamy really is with intelligence and
humour ryan and jethá explain how our
promiscuous past haunts our contemporary
struggles they explore why many people find
long term fidelity so difficult why sexual
passion tends to fade even as love deepens why
homosexuality persists in the face of standard
evolutionary logic and what the human body
reveals about the prehistoric origins of
modern sexuality shocking enlightening and
ultimately inspiring sex at dawn offers a
revolutionary understanding of why we live and
love as we do

Love Story
2020-02-04

funny touching and infused with wonder as all
love stories should be san francisco examiner
the iconic tale of love and loss that has
touched the hearts of millions love story has
become one of the most adored novels of our
time it has sold more than twenty one million
copies worldwide and became a blockbuster film
starring ryan o neal and ali mcgraw it is the
story that told the world love means never
having to say you re sorry this special
anniversary edition includes an introduction
by the author s daughter francesca segal this
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is the story of oliver barrett iv a rich jock
from a stuffy wasp family on his way to a
harvard degree and a career in law and jenny
cavilleri a wisecracking working class beauty
studying music at radcliffe opposites in
nearly every way oliver and jenny are kindred
spirits from vastly different worlds their
attraction to each other is immediate and
powerful and together they share a love that
defies everything this is their story a story
of two young people and a love so
uncompromising it will bring joy to your heart
and tears to your eyes

The Book That Made Me
2017-03-14

just as authors create books books create
authors and these essays by thirty one writers
for young people offer a fascinating glimpse
at the books that inspired them the most what
if you could look inside your favorite authors
heads and see the book that led them to become
who they are today what was the book that made
them fall in love or made them understand
something for the first time what was the book
that made them feel challenged in ways they
never knew they could be emotionally
intellectually or politically what book made
them readers or made them writers or made them
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laugh think or cry join thirty one top
children s and young adult authors as they
explore the books stories and experiences that
changed them as readers for good some of the
contributors include ambelin kwaymullina mal
peet shaun tan markus zusak randa abdel fattah
alison croggon ursula dubosarsky simon french
jaclyn moriarty

The Love Affairs of Nathaniel
P.
2013-08-01

nathaniel piven is a rising star in brooklyn s
literary scene after several lean striving
years and an early life as a class a nerd he
now to his surprise has a lucrative book deal
his pick of plum magazine assignments and the
attentions of many desirable women juliet the
hotshot business journalist elisa nate s
gorgeous ex girlfriend now friend hannah
lively and fun and almost universally regarded
as nice and smart or smart and nice in this
twenty first century literary enclave wit and
conversation are not at all dead but is
romance in the love affairs of nathaniel p
adelle waldman plunges into the psyche of a
sensitive flawed modern man to reveal the view
of the new world from his garret window and
the view of women from his overactive mind
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The End of the Novel of Love
2020-03-03

a finalist for the national book critics
circle award for criticism vivian gornick s
the end of the novel of love explores the
meaning of love and marriage as literary
themes in the twentieth century in the end of
the novel of love an acclaimed and provocative
collection of criticism gornick applies the
same intelligence honesty and insight that
define her memoirs to an analysis of love and
marriage as literary themes in the twentieth
century she examines the work and lives of
several authors she admires including grace
paley willa cather jean rhys george meredith
jane smiley richard ford and andre dubus to
ultimately posit that love sexual fulfillment
and marriage are now exhausted as the
metaphorical expressions of success and
happiness spanning the depths of common
experience and the expanse of twentieth
century literature gornick crafts an argument
that is as defined by discourse as it is by
the power of her language which is gracefully
poised between objective knowledge and
subjective experience in these eleven essays
she comes to see that for most writers like
most readers it is the drama of our angry and
frightened selves in the presence of love that
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is our modern preoccupation the end of the
novel of love is a strikingly original and
thought provoking collection from a canonical
critic

Love Story
2017-02-14

usa today bestseller over the course of one
wild road trip feuding childhood sweethearts
get a second chance at love in this charming
rom com a standalone novel from the author of
blurred lines and good girl when lucy hawkins
receives a job offer in san francisco she can
t wait to spread her wings and leave her small
virginia hometown behind her close knit family
supports her as best they can by handing over
the keys to a station wagon that s seen better
days the catch the cross country trip comes
with a traveling companion her older brother s
best friend aka the guy who took lucy s
virginity hours before breaking her heart
after spending the past four years and every
last dime caring for his sick father reece
sullivan will do just about anything to break
free of the painful memories even if it means
a two week road trip with the one girl who s
ever made it past his carefully guarded
exterior but after long days of bickering in
the car turn into steamy nights in secluded
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motel rooms reece learns that when it comes to
lucy their story is far from over and this
time they just might have a shot at a happy
ending praise for love story warning this book
will cause unexpected outbursts of laughter
and massive amounts of swooning prepare your
family and friends you re about to become
obsessed with reece and lucy cassie mae author
of pillowtalk a sweet and satisfying second
chance romance reece sullivan is destined to
be your next book boyfriend delancey stewart
author of mr big lauren layne s new york times
bestselling oxford novel series can be read in
any order irresistibly yours i wish you were
mine someone like you i knew you were trouble
i think i love you don t miss any of lauren
layne s hot reads the love unexpectedly series
blurred lines good girl love story walk of
shame an ex for christmas the sex love
stiletto series after the kiss love the one
you re with just one night the trouble with
love the redemption series isn t she lovely
broken crushed the i do i don t series ready
to run runaway groom includes an excerpt from
another loveswept title

I Too Had a Love Story
2018-01-15

this 10th anniversary edition of i too had a
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love story brings to life one of the decade s
most loved romance novels with gorgeous
illustrations in a brand new design with a
personal note from the author this book is a
collector s edition it will also make for a
fabulous gift do love stories ever die how
would you react when a beautiful person comes
into your life and then goes away from you
forever not all love stories are meant to have
a perfect ending i too had a love story is one
such saga it is the tender and heartfelt tale
of ravin and khushi two people who found each
other on a matrimonial site and fell in love
until life put their love to the ultimate test
romantic emotional and sincere this
heartbreaking true life story has already
touched a million hearts this bestselling
novel is a must read for anyone who believes
in the magic of love

The Act of Love
2009-03-17

in a stunning follow up to his much heralded
masterpiece kalooki nights acclaimed author
howard jacobson has turned his mordant and
uncanny sights on felix quinn a rare book
dealer living in london whose wife marisa is
unfaithful to him all husbands felix maintains
secretly want their wives to be unfaithful to
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them felix hasn t always thought this way from
the moment of his first boyhood rejection
surviving the shattering effects of love and
jealousy had been the study of his life but
while he is honeymooning with marisa in
florida an event occurs that changes
everything in a moment he goes from dreading
the thought of someone else s hands on the
woman he loves to thinking about nothing else
enter marius into marisa s affections and now
felix must wonder if he really is a happy man
the act of love is a haunting novel of love
and jealousy with stylish prose that crackles
and razor sharp dialogue praised by the london
times as darkly transgressive as savage in its
brilliance as anything jacobson has written it
is a startlingly perceptive subtle portrait of
a marriage and an excruciatingly honest
provocative exploration of sexual obsession

Love
1987

a single mother vibeke and her son jon have
just moved to a small remote town in the north
of norway it is the day before jon s birthday
but vibeke preoccupied with concerns of her
own has forgotten this with a man on her mind
she ventures to the local library and then a
fairground while jon goes out to sell lottery
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tickets for his sports club we follow the two
characters on their separate journeys through
a cold winter s night as orstavik weaves
together their two separate worlds a sense of
uneasiness grows

Love
2019-11-07

from rosie walsh the author of the million
copy bestselling sensation the man who didn t
call comes another omg love story the love of
my life dazzling lisa jewell i couldn t put it
down jane fallon an absolute triumph jill
mansell it made me cry smile and hug my own
loved ones a little tighter beth o leary i
have held you every night for ten years and i
didn t even know your name we have a child
together a dog a house who are you emma loves
her husband leo and their young daughter ruby
she d do anything for them but almost
everything she s told them about herself is a
lie and she might just have got away with it
if it weren t for her husband s job leo is an
obituary writer and emma is a well known
marine biologist so when she suffers a serious
illness leo copes by doing what he knows best
reading and writing about her life but as he
starts to unravel her past he discovers the
woman he loves doesn t really exist even her
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name is fictitious when the very darkest
moments of emma s past life finally emerge she
must somehow prove to leo that she really is
the woman he always thought she was but first
she must tell him about the love of her other
life stunning daily mail a winning combination
of big emotions and didn t see that coming
twist good housekeeping

The Love of My Life
2023-07-06

jet gave up everything to make it to the top
of rock on track to take over his family s
business and wealth he defied everyone to
start at the bottom and work his way up to
become drummer of one of the world s most
popular bands forever and a dai and his family
might have forgiven him if he hadn t taken his
cousin dai with him jason is everything jet
chose not to be an obedient son a powerful and
respected lawyer wealthy established and set
to inherit the family kingdom dai s brother
and jet s cousin he is a constant reminder of
everything jet should be and is not but
everybody has secrets and those secrets are
all about to come out
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Love You Like a Romance Novel
2017

rich powerful and handsome the duke of
melyncourt is journeying to paris on a secret
mission for the british prime minister when he
discovers that a bewitchingly beautiful flame
haired girl has stowed away in his carriage
amé as she is a called has run away from the
convent where she is a novice and to which her
unknown mother had entrusted her as a baby in
arms it transpires that she fled to enjoy a
last taste of freedom after for some reason
the sinister cardinal de rohan insisted that
she take her nun s orders without delay far
sooner than other novices would the duke knows
that this french cardinal is not to be trusted
and agrees after much pleading to take amé
with him to paris disguised as his pageboy it
is not long before the cardinal s men are in
pursuit enquiring whether the duke has seen
the missing novice and the duke realises that
there is something ominous afoot so begins an
adventure in which amé and the duke find
themselves amid the turmoil between the court
of marie antoinette and subversive factions
against the queen led by the depraved duc de
chartres with everything at stake including
her life how can amé return to devote her
heart to god when she has already given it to
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the duke

Love Me Forever
2020-09-01

a paean to unabashed unbridled love khaled
hosseini new york times bestselling author of
the kite runner a mesmerizing debut set in
syria on the cusp of the unrest a word for
love is the spare and exquisitely told story
of a young american woman transformed by
language risk war and a startling new
understanding of love it is said there are
ninety nine arabic words for love bea an
american exchange student has learned them all
in search of deep feeling she travels to a
middle eastern country known to hold the the
astonishing text an ancient original
manuscript of a famous arabic love story that
is said to move its best readers to tears but
once in this foreign country bea finds that
instead of intensely reading arabic she is
entwined in her host family s complicated
lives as they lock the doors and whisper
anxiously about impending revolution and
suddenly instead of the ancient love story she
sought it is her daily witness of a
contemporary romeo and juliet like romance
between a housemaid and policeman of different
cultural and political backgrounds that
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astonishes her changes her and makes her weep
but as the country drifts toward explosive
unrest bea wonders how many secrets she can
keep and how long she can fight for a romance
that does not belong to her ultimately in a
striking twist bea s own story begins to
mirror that of the astonishing text that drew
her there in the first place not in the role
of one of the lovers as she might once have
imagined but as the character who lives to
tell the story long after the lovers have gone
with melodic meditation on culture language
and familial devotion robbins delivers a
powerful novel that questions what it means to
love from afar to be an outsider within a love
story and to take someone else s passion and
cradle it until it becomes your own

A Word for Love
2017-01-17

it is a clever well written book and i often
found myself underlining whole paragraphs as i
read wonderfully insightful i ve never read
accounts of any of these texts that manage to
be at once so searching and so wondrously
concise and lupton made me want to go back to
them all rachel cooke observer incandescent
lara feigel guardian a subversive brilliant
and beautifully written book about love play
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and power in fiction and in the well read life
sarah moss author of summerwater a delicious
combination of critical thought and passionate
personal experience tanya shadrick author of
the cure for sleep romantic love was born
alongside the novel and books have been
shaping how we experience and think about our
most intimate stories ever since but what do
novels give us when our own lives diverge from
the usual narrative paths christina is a
professor used to examining stories with a
critical eye until one day in middle age she
finds herself falling in love and leaving her
marriage for a romance with another woman this
involves a familiar enough tale but when her
new partner suffers a stroke tina begins to
reflect on the sorts of love that novels
rarely capture a heady mix of memoir criticism
and storytelling that draws on novels ranging
from pride and prejudice to price of salt anna
karenina to conversations with friends to
illuminate the ways love and novels work and
show how some types of love which don t race
to a narrative end point might be the most
important of all

Love and the Novel
2022-06-02

can great love be coaxed into existence is
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true romance a matter of happenstance or does
it derive from some kind of magic these are
the questions at the heart of this enchanting
endearing and life affirming novel cupid is on
notice his boss jove has just announced that
he s downsizing the heavens and has deemed
cupid s job expendable after all in these
wired days a love god seems quaint and
pointless cupid manages to buy a little bit of
time by asking for one more chance to show
that he can orchestrate a love for the ages
but the clock is ticking down on earth former
ballerina eve golyakovsky is living a quiet
life in vermont tending to her maple sugar
business she dearly loved her late husband a
famed choreographer but more as a mentor than
as a spouse she s never been truly touched by
romance and she s okay with that evan cameron
is a well known anthologist with a penchant
for fine automobiles and commitment free
affairs love has threatened to visit him on
occasion but he s always managed to keep it
from taking up residence when eve and evan
meet there s something almost otherworldly
about their connection and they reach each
other as none ever has before but great love
is about more than attraction compatibility
and fascination and when their budding romance
is tested old habits and new fears seem likely
to choke this flower off at the roots a love
this intense might be more than either of them
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can handle and more than even cupid can
nurture at once heartwarming and wise funny
and touching how to fall in love is a love
story for the ages and one uniquely suited to
our times

How to Fall in Love
2019-02-07

for readers of colm toibin s the master and
michael cunningham s the hours a witty moving
tender novel of impossible love and the
mysterious ways of art johann wolfgang von
goethe is so famous his servant auctions off
snippets of his hair and children and adults
recite from his many works by memory when he
was a young poet his first novel a story of
love and romantic fervor ending in suicide was
an international blockbuster that set off a
wave of self inflicted deaths across europe
now seventy three sought after and busy with
scientific pursuits and responsibilities to
the grand duke he has fallen in love with a
nineteen year old ulrike von levetzov
infatuated at the spa in marienbad he seeks
her out they exchange glances witty words in
the social swirl they find each other on the
promenade they parade together arm in arm time
spent away from her is sleepless and when they
kiss it is in the goethian way from his books
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a matter of souls not mouths or lips and yet
his years fail him at an afternoon tea party a
younger man tries to seduce her at a costume
ball he collapses when he proposes nonetheless
ulrike and her mother are already preparing to
leave caught in a storm of emotion and torn
between despair and unwillingness to give up
hope he begins an elegy in his coach as he
pursues her the marienbad elegy one of his
last great works

A Man in Love
2019-09-10

a lesbian love story set during the nazi
occupation in holland

The Tree and the Vine
1996

bonus this edition contains an excerpt from
mary balogh s the secret mistress new york
times bestselling author mary balogh returns
to the elegance and sensuality of regency
england as she continues the enthralling story
of four remarkable women friends and teachers
at miss martin s school for girls at the
center of this spellbinding novel is anne
jewell a teacher haunted by a scandalous past
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until she meets a man who teaches her the most
important lesson of all nothing is simple when
it comes to love she spies him in the
deepening dusk of a wales evening a lone
figure of breathtaking strength and
masculinity his handsome face branded by a
secret pain for single mother and teacher anne
jewell newly arrived with her son at a
sprawling estate in wales on the invitation of
an influential friend sydnam butler is a man
whose sorrows and passions run deeper than she
could have ever imagined as steward of a
remote seaside manor sydnam lives a reclusive
existence far from the pity and disdain of
others yet almost from the moment anne first
appears on the cliffs he senses in this lovely
stranger a kindred soul and between these two
wary hearts desire stirs unable to resist the
passion that has rescued them both from
loneliness anne and sydnam share an afternoon
of exquisite lovemaking now the unwed single
mother and war scarred veteran must make a
decision that could forever alter their lives
for sydnam it is a chance to heal the pain of
the past for anne it is the glorious promise
of a future with the man who will dare her to
reveal her deepest secrets before she can give
him all her heart
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Simply Love
2006-08-15

an instant new york times bestseller a 1
libraryreads and indie next pick from the new
york times bestselling author of the love
hypothesis comes a new steminist rom com in
which a scientist is forced to work on a
project with her nemesis with explosive
results like an avenging purple haired jedi
bringing balance to the mansplained universe
bee königswasser lives by a simple code what
would marie curie do if nasa offered her the
lead on a neuroengineering project a literal
dream come true after years scraping by on the
crumbs of academia marie would accept without
hesitation duh but the mother of modern
physics never had to co lead with levi ward
sure levi is attractive in a tall dark and
piercing eyes kind of way and sure he caught
her in his powerfully corded arms like a
romance novel hero when she accidentally
damseled in distress on her first day in the
lab but levi made his feelings toward bee very
clear in grad school archenemies work best
employed in their own galaxies far far away
now her equipment is missing the staff is
ignoring her and bee finds her floundering
career in somewhat of a pickle perhaps it s
her occipital cortex playing tricks on her but
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bee could swear she can see levi softening
into an ally backing her plays seconding her
ideas devouring her with those eyes and the
possibilities have all her neurons firing but
when it comes time to actually make a move and
put her heart on the line there s only one
question that matters what will bee
königswasser do

Love on the Brain
2022-08-23

for jewel being in the final semester of
college is both exciting and terrifying what
will she do when she is finished where will
she go all these questions plague her mind but
she won t have time to answer them when three
men bulldoze their way into her life patrick a
fellow student that makes her laugh professor
thorn who likes to be called daddy professor
hamilton who thinks loving jewel is a terrible
idea but can t stop himself from falling
anyway if that wasn t enough to make jewel
crazy secrets from the past are brought to
light and threaten the happiness they found in
each other s arms is jewel ready for this
twisted kind of love will she survive long
enough to enjoy it this book is a reverse
harem novel meaning there is more than one
love interest and the fmc does not have to
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choose in the book you will find many
different kinks including teacher student age
gap and a bit of taboo there is also mm in
this book so if that is not your things please
consider passing on this one there is a bit of
violence but nothing too gory if none of that
scares you off please enjoy

A Twisted Kind of Love
2020-11

named a best book of 2022 so far by the new
yorker cultural clashes political satire
oedipal conflicts elegant prose they re all
here in this romp of a book oprah daily a
phenomenal book club pick and a new york times
book review group text selection love marriage
is a glorious moving novel from booker prize
shortlisted monica ali who has an inborn
generosity that cannot be learned the new york
times book review in present day london yasmin
ghorami is twenty six in training to be a
doctor like her indian born father and engaged
to the charismatic upper class joe sangster
whose formidable mother harriet is a famous
feminist the gulf between families is vast so
too is the gulf in sexual experience between
yasmin and joe as the wedding day draws near
misunderstandings infidelities and long held
secrets upend both yasmin s relationship and
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that of her parents a love marriage according
to the family lore that yasmin has believed
all her life a gloriously acute observer of
class sexual mores and the mysteries of the
human heart monica ali has written a riveting
bookpage starred review social comedy and a
moving revelatory story of two cultures two
families and two people trying to understand
one another that s sure to please ali s fans
and win some new ones publishers weekly

Love Marriage
2022-05-03

with keen insight into teenage life ellen
wittlinger delivers a story of adolescence
that is fierce and funny and ultimately
transforming even as it explores the pain of
growing up since his parents divorce john s
mother hasn t touched him her new fiancé wants
them to move away and his father would rather
be anywhere than at friday night dinner with
his son it s no wonder john writes articles
like interview with the stepfather and memoirs
from hell the only release he finds is in
homemade zines like the amazing escape
velocity by marisol a self proclaimed puerto
rican cuban yankee lesbian haning around the
boston tower records for the new issue of
escape velocity john meets marisol and a hard
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love is born while at first their friendship
is based on zines dysfuntional families and
dreams of escape soon both john and marisol
begin to shed their protective shells
unfortunately john mistakes this growing
intimacy for love and a disastrous date to his
junior prom leaves that friendship in ruins
desperately hoping to fix things john
convinces marisol to come with him to a zine
conference on cape cod on the sandy beaches by
the bluefish wharf inn john realizes just how
hard love can be

Hard Love
2012-06-19

international bestseller a love story of
astonishing power newsweek the acclaimed
modern literary classic by the beloved nobel
prize winning author in their youth florentino
ariza and fermina daza fall passionately in
love when fermina eventually chooses to marry
a wealthy well born doctor florentino is
devastated but he is a romantic as he rises in
his business career he whiles away the years
in 622 affairs yet he reserves his heart for
fermina her husband dies at last and
florentino purposefully attends the funeral
fifty years nine months and four days after he
first declared his love for fermina he will do
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so again

Love in the Time of Cholera
2014-10-15

from the hilarious heartbreaking and
insightful the miami herald bestselling author
jennifer weiner comes a sweeping modern day
fairy tale about first romance and lasting
love rachel blum and andy landis are eight
years old when they meet late one night in an
er waiting room born with a congenital heart
defect rachel is a veteran of hospitals and
she s intrigued by the boy who shows up all
alone with a broken arm he tells her his name
she tells him a story after andy s taken back
to the emergency room and rachel s sent back
to her bed they think they ll never see each
other again rachel the beloved popular and
protected daughter of two doting parents grows
up wanting for nothing in a fancy florida
suburb andy grows up poor in philadelphia with
a single mom and a rare talent that will let
him become one of the best runners of his
generation over the course of three decades
through high school and college marriages and
divorces from the pinnacles of victory and the
heartbreak of defeat andy and rachel will find
each other again and again until they are
finally given a chance to decide whether love
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can surmount difference and distance and if
they ve been running toward each other all
along with honesty wit and clear eyed
observations about men and women love and fate
and the truth about happy endings jennifer
weiner delivers two of her most memorable
characters and a love story you ll never
forget

Who Do You Love
2015-08-11
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